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This was a great help, as we weren't sure we were going to have GPS support while staying in Lot

and visiting much of the Dordogne region. As it turned out, we bought a map chip for the Garmin

Nuvi we had ($35 or so) and it worked really great. What the map did was give me a visual

orientation of where our destinations were, and it did a great job. The only caveat is that French

roads are not well marked, so sometimes the maps- and the GPS guidance - is a little hard to figure

out. It is a LOVELY region and we are so glad we went, and this map helped with its great detail.

One of the things I love about travel is researching and planning. These gigantic regional maps are

so helpful when it comes to finding the small villages and backroads. While they're way too big to

use in the car, the detail they provide helps immensely in figuring out routes ahead of time. Even

though I often rely on a GPS, a traditional map gives me a mental picture of where I'm going that the

electronic helper can't provide.

It may be the best map of the region, but I ended up barely cracking it open while in Dordogne. If

you have a GPS in your car or take one along, it takes care of all the navigation needs. In that case,

the Map is useful for reference purposes, yes, but there are plenty of free ones offered in the region

that fulfill this role nicely.



Exactly what ones needs and wants.

Excellent detailed map of the Dordogne region of France. I appreciate having a detailed map to

supplement electronic devices.

Incredibly detailed map of the region. Essential for those adventurous individuals who want to drive

off the main highways of their GPS systems.

This is a great map; all the little roads and towns (of which there are many) in the Dordogne. Driving

in the French countryside can be challenging because of lack of clear signage, but I think this will

make it lots easier for our upcoming trip.

A Detailed map was just what was needed to explore this lovely area.
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